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Keynote Speech 1 

 
GLOBAL HEALTH CARE DELIVERY: A PANDORA’S BOX OF ETHICAL 

ISSUES 
George Bugliarello, ScD 

Polytechnic Institute of NYU 
6 MetroTech Center, Brooklyn, NY 11201 USA 

E-mail: gbugliar@poly.edu 
 
The endeavor to deliver health care beyond national boundaries is a new phenomenon in the history of our species. 
It is motivated by humanitarian reasons, by the fact that many diseases know no frontiers, as well as at time, 
concurrently, by specific geopolitical interest. The global dimensions of the endeavor give rise to a daunting array 
of ethical challenges stemming from a host of complex issues, either intrinsic to the global context or enhanced by 
that context. They range from the ethics of health care delivery in different groups and cultures to the ethics of 
global intervention across national boundaries, the different roles of health care professionals, the appropriate 
transparency in the delivery of health care, different conceptions of the relation between law and ethics, the ethics 
in the delivery of obsolete or obsolescent medicines and devices, the issue of technology transfer and that of 
medical tourism. Failure to recognize these issues and the need to address them can compromise the global delivery 
of health care, no matter how large and well-intended a commitment may be. 
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THE ETHICS OF SYNTHETIC CELLS 
Alan Warner BA  Kerry Bowman PhD 

Bioethics Department, Mount Sinai Hospital 
University of Toronto 

600 University Avenue, Toronto, Ontario 
Email: alan.warner2@gmail.com 

 
Scientists recently announced a bold step in the enduring quest to create artificial life. A living cell powered by 
manmade DNA has been created. Even though the discovery is considered “landmark" it is not yet clear if this 
approach will work for larger and more complex genomes or for transplantation in different bacterial cells. What 
drives this curiosity is whether combining man-made DNA with an all-natural bacterium is the same thing as 
creating new life. Although this may appear a small scientific step it is deep and highly significant. In essence this 
discovery changes our definitions of life, how life works and what forces create it. In this presentation we will 
explore several ethical questions related to this technology. A large challenge is the ethical equation of risk/benefit 
is rendered almost silent as risks and benefits are not only sitting somewhere in the future but may be massive and 
incalculable.  Another ethical question is “will this technology be used to enhance human well-being?” Presently, it 
is hoped that the creation of a synthetic cell will lead to new applications and products ranging from algae-based 
biofuels to vaccines. Scientists are trying to convert waste-water into drinking water and are exploring the ways the 
synthetic gene can remove hazardous chemical spills. Yet with all these good initiatives the thrust remains focused 
on corporate opportunity and synergies. Market forces rarely sit well with the pursuit of the social good for long.  
We conclude that this initiative sharpens, like never before, the long-standing religious and philosophical 
questions regarding man’s role in the governance of nature. Despite the many questions about what it all means 
what is clear is that the ability to design and create new forms of life heralds a massive transitional point for 
humankind. 

 
THE PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF  

BIOETHICAL ISSUES-THE BENEFITS, RISKS AND ETHICS OF  

SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY 
Toni Van Pelt 

Institute for Science and Human Values, Inc. 
5201 West Kennedy Blvd. Suite 708, Tampa FL 33609 

Email: tvanpelt@ishv.ne 
 
According to the President’s Bioethics Council’s website the first public body formed to make recommendations 
to the Congress and the Executive Office on bioethics policy was the 1974 National Commission for the 
Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. The Commission explored and 
investigated practices involving research of fetuses, children, prisoners and those institutionalized as mentally 
infirmed. Since then six more committees have been constituted over the decades examining topics as diverse as 
defining death, whistle blowing in biomedical research, the use of humans as subjects of research using ionizing 
radiation to biotechnology and the pursuit of happiness. Under Presidents Clinton and Bush, the advisory 
commissions studied, wrote reports and made recommendations on cloning human beings, ethical issues in 
human stem cell research, religious perspectives and for the first time a look at international research. This brings 
us to President Obama’s newly constituted 2010 Presidential Commission. Their task? To examine the benefits, 
risks and ethics of synthetic biology.  Perhaps the first question to be answered is what exactly is synthetic 
biology? Is there a definition we can all agree on? According to Drew Endy, Ph.D.Stanford University the 
capacity to synthesize genomes and to install them in replicating cells is a big technical deal.  Some disagree. Do 
we embrace the research and deal with the risks? Do we promulgate restrictive regulations that slow down 
discovery of practical applications?  Do we leave this work to private industry, encourage public/private 
partnerships or leave it to those overseas? What does the term synthetic biology actually encompass and in fact, 
is it a big deal? 
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AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO COMBATTING PTSD: THE NEED  

FOR ENHANCED EDUCATION & AWARENESS PROGRAMS FOR  

THE MILITARY AND FIRST RESPONDERS ON NATIONAL, COMMUNITY  

AND FAMILIAL LEVELS 
Andrea K. Scott Esq.1, Warren S. Grundfest M.D. FACS2, Vinay Bhupathy3 

1Bioethics USA, Inc., Los Angeles, CA 
2UCLA Departments of Bioengineering, Electrical Engineering & Surger 

4121 Engr V, 420 Westwood Plaza , Los Angeles, CA 
3Columbia University School of Law - Class of 2012, New York, NY 

Email: warrenbe@seas.ucla.edu 
 
PTSD has been reported by military, government and private physicians to affect between 14% - 30% of troops 
returning from Iraq and Afghanistan.   Symptoms of PTSD include disturbing dreams, dissociative flashbacks, 
anxiety, irritability, mood swings, difficulty concentrating, emotional detachment and diminished interest, 
avoidance behaviors, hyperarousal and suicide.  Although PTSD was classified as a medical disorder in the United 
States in 1980, many members of the military, first responders and civilian medical communities have been slow to 
recognize it, learn how to treat it, and develop effective programs to assist PTSD patients and their families.  While 
we have made significant progress in diagnosing PTSD and treating it on a case by case basis, too many troops 
returning from deployment in the Middle East are falling through the cracks of our medical system.  An effective 
and cost-efficient approach to limiting the damage caused by PTSD requires: 
 
   (1) interdisciplinary diagnostic and treatment plans which include long term follow-up;  
   (2) an integrated multi-specialty treatment approach designed for short and long term follow-up;  
   (3) an educational initiative tailored to reach potential patient populations and the people best positioned to notice 
        the symptoms and signs of PTSD; and  
   (4) an educational outreach program to raise awareness about the symptoms and effects of PTSD at national, 
state, local and community levels.  Failure to recognize PTSD in both military and civilian sectors has led to tragic 
consequences including job loss, confrontation with loved ones, homelessness, violence and suicide.  We believe it 
is incumbent upon the military and our Government to develop such programs using telemedicine, local support 
groups and 24-hour hotlines to decrease the impact of PTSD on its victims.  Money spent on education and raising 
awareness are effective uses of funds, particularly when compared with the costs of untreated PTSD such as 
homelessness, mayhem, violence and incarceration. 

 
ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF ETHICS 

Giles R. Scofield, JD, MA 
Centre for Clinical Ethics 
McMaster University 

30 The Queensway, Toronto, ON, Canada M6R 1B5 
Email: giles.scofield@utoronto.ca 

 
According to Isaiah Berlin, “philosophers seem oddly unaware of t[he] devastating impact of their activities”. More 
recently, Daniel Dennett has said that “scholars in their ivory towers have typically not worried much about their 
responsibility for the environmental impact of their work”. If one thinks about ethics in terms of its being a 
metaphysical form of technology, neither good nor bad in and of itself, but good or bad depending on how it is 
used, it is easy to see that society ought to think about the impact this form of technology may have on society, and 
about how its use should be regulated. After briefly referencing the work of Kant, Heidegger, and Jonas, I focus on 
the role that professionalization and the informed consent doctrine can—and should—play in regulating ethics’ 
environmental impact at the macro- and the micro-levels. 
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Keynote Speech 2 

 
ALL HANDS ON DECK: REGULATING THE RISK OF EMERGING 

BIOTECHNOLOGIES 
Janice E. Graham, PhD 

Department of Bioethics, Faculty of Medicine, Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS Canada 
Canada Research Chair in Bioethics 

Dalhousie University 
C-315, Clinical Research Centre, 5849 University Ave. 

Halifax, NS B3H 4H7 Canada 
Email: janice.graham@dal.ca 

 
The regulation of risk of emerging biotechnologies has been dominated by a technocratic approach that uses 
scientific evaluation to identify harms and protect citizens. Scientific uncertainty, however, has resulted in 
regulatory failures, where products have been licensed that result in deaths (e.g. Cox-2 inhibitors). Regulators, 
charged with having neglected the public, are reconsidering who should be responsible for the risk-benefit profile 
of products. At the same time as a series of policy initiatives encourage innovation, the regulatory approval process 
for new drugs and vaccines is being streamlined to ensure “faster access to the safe drugs [the public] needs”. We 
might want to ask: Do policy initiatives to streamline and speed-up regulatory approval actually encourage 
innovation? Further, what are the roles of scientists and publics in regulatory decision-making? Does increasing 
access to the market and an emphasis on consumer choice sacrifice safety? Regulatory modernization is being 
carried out in several nations where strategic efforts are being advanced to open up, enable scrutiny and solicit input 
into decision-making from a broad range of citizens. Regulators are exploring new ways of working that include 
bringing in these different types of expertise to articulate real world concerns and implications of risk. Patient 
groups, community health workers, and members of the public are being called upon to provide evidence and 
assessment in the regulation of risk.  This presentation draws upon a specific ethnographic case –modernization 
in the Canadian health products regulator – to examine the evolving role and nature of evidence. Exploring the 
process of modernization, it concludes with a suggestion for a symmetrical approach to evidence-based risk 
regulation. 

 
THE ASSOCIATION FOR MEDICAL ETHICS AND THE PHYSICIAN 

PAYMENT SUNSHINE ACT 
Charles Rosen, MD, President, Association for Medical Ethics, Clinical Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery 

University of California, Irvine, School of Medicine 
101 City Drive, Pavilion III, Orange, California  92868 

Email: crosen@uci.edu 
 
In 2004 the first artificial lumbar disc replacement was approved by the FDA for use in the United States.1 In 2005 
this author began seeing failures of the surgery that were extremely disabling and painful yet without an obvious 
cause or treatment. Upon reviewing the literature and process that led to the FDA approval of the device, 
irregularities of the highest order led the author to form the Association for Medical Ethics (AME) with the primary 
goal of full financial disclosure in the relationships between doctors, researchers, and medical manufacturers as 
well as to promote evidence-based medicine to be the standard of clinical data evaluation.  As President of the 
Association with grassroots physician-member support, the author was invited to testify before Congress in support 
of the Physician Payment Sunshine Act which culminated in becoming the law of the land in March 2010.  The Act 
aids transparency and objectivity in research by requiring all medical manufacturers to reveal, yearly, the 
physicians to whom they are paying money, and the amount of the payments. This is the story of that journey and 
how the problems of undue industrial influence over one particular device are seen to be pervasive in all other areas 
of medicine. 
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ERROR-PROVOCATIVE DESIGNS IN MEDICAL PRACTICE 
Wade L. Robison 

Rochester Institute of Technology 
One Lomb Memorial Drive, Rochester NY 14623 

Email: wade.robison@gmail.com 
 
It is harder to make a mistake regarding something when there are a variety of ways of identifying it. The 
denominations of the euro thus come in different sizes with different predominant colors -- red for the 127 x 67 
millimeter €10, blue for the 133 x 72 millimeter €20, and so on. The ink can be felt, and the different 
denominations have different tactile patterns, with smooth bands and holograms in different locations. Electrical 
wiring is marked with the gauge number for the different sizes and comes in a different color for each gauge -- 
yellow for #12, for instance. These multiple modes of identification are standard for situations where harm could 
come from a mistake -- a loss of money, a fire from an overheated wire. 
 Standard -- except in medical practice. A number of infants have died and others put at grave risk because 
hospital personnel have mistaken Heparin for Hep-Lock, the former a blood thinner for adults, the latter for infants. 
The story hit the national news when the twin newborns of Kimberly and Dennis Quaid almost died because of the 
mistake.The mistake was all the more tragic because a year before six infants in Indianapolis were given the wrong 
medication, three dying. The containers for Heparin and Hep-Lock are the same shape and size with their similar 
names in the same font, only the labels differently slightly in color. Anyone could readily mistake one for the other 
-- let alone someone in a stressful situation working against time and taking medication from a cabinet that was 
supposed to be dedicated to medications for infants. 
 A 24-year-old woman recently lost her 35-week-old fetus and then her life because a feeding tube was coupled 
to a tube entering a vein. The tubes and connecting links were not color-coded and were not of different sizes. We 
may want to fault the nurse in such a case, but we ought to fault the system that fails to provide multiple ways of 
identifying an object so that mistakes are less likely. The medical profession has a lot to learn, and a lot 
it ought to learn, from other professions about how to minimize error. 
 The optimal solution would be a complete and thorough cataloguing of all the ways in which mistakes can 
occur in medical practice and a redesign of all the artifacts of medicine to ensure that the designs themselves do not 
provoke errors -- with continual monitoring of new artifacts to ensure they do not introduce new ways in which 
mistakes can occur. 
 This solution should include the following pedagogical initiatives: 

• All those entering into medical practice -- nurses, physicians, administrators, accountants, orderlies, and so 
on -- ought to be taught to look for ways in which things could go wrong and, in particular, how things 
could go wrong through no real fault of those involved. Imagine how the nurse who administered the 
Heparin must have felt: the nurse had no reason to think that Heparin would be in the cabinet where 
medication is kept for infants and so, in the midst of a stressful situation, probably did not bother to check 
the label. We can deplore her failure to double check, but we can understand how medical practice could be 
better served by designing containers, and a procedure for using them, less likely to lead to such errors.  

A set of procedures ought to be in place in every medical facility to work with its practitioners -- from nurses to 
orderlies and everyone in between -- to check for ways in which harm could mistakenly occur. A woman learned 
she had cancer when she returned to her office from a visit to her physician and everyone was crying. The person 
responsible for billing in her physician’s office had filled out the form that was sent to her employer for 
reimbursement from the employer’s healthcare provider and put as cause for the visit: terminal cancer. That was an 
avoidable harm -- requiring a change on the part of the physician as well. What is needed is a proper procedure for 
teaching those in the medical facility to look continually for such problems in order to improve the medical service 
provided. This can only be helpful if a procedure is in place so that those features marked for remediation are made 
public and the problems resolved in a way that prevents further occurrences. The teaching moments given such a 
procedure are many. The ideal is an error-free medical practice. 
 

SURGICAL PLACEBOS IN CLINICAL RESEARCH: ETHICAL 

CONSIDERATIONS 
Vahid Entezari MD1, Ara Nazarian PhD1, Stephen Fern MD1, Brian D. Snyder MD PhD1,2,  
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Mark C. Gebhardt MD1 
1Department of Orthopedic Surgery, BIDMC, Boston, MA 

2Department of Orthopedic Surgery, Children's Hospital, Boston, MA 
Center for Advanced Orthopedic Studies 

Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Harvard medical School 
1 Overland St. RN 115, Boston, MA 02215 

Email: ventezar@bidmc.harvard.edu 
 
History of surgery is filled with examples of procedures which have failed to demonstrate superiority to placebos. 
Placebo Controlled Surgical Trials (PCST) are proposed to fill this gap by generating unbiased evidence for 
surgical interventions. The goal of this paper is to review the ongoing debate over ethics of surgical placebos. 
METHODS: This is a non-systematic review based on PubMed database using MeSH terms of “surgical 
procedures, operative” and “placebo” under subsets of “human” and “bioethics” papers. Total of 82 papers are 
reviewed for discussion. RESULTS: surgical placebos can be considered in designing clinical studies when a 
subjective outcome is under study, a strong placebo effect is documented and blinding subjects to the nature of 
treatment is necessary. PCSTs are ethically justifiable for conditions with no standard surgical therapy or when 
current therapies are associated with high risks and costs. Although, when a medical or surgical standard of care 
exists, researchers can consider an “add-on” design where subjects receive the intervention or placebo along with 
the standard treatment. Some researchers make a distinction between the ethics of biomedical research and the 
ethics of clinical practice by viewing PCSTs as “scientific tools” that are essential for generating knowledge and 
improving clinical care. In this framework, the benefit of individual patient from participating in a study is regarded 
secondary to generating clinical evidence. Ethics of surgical placebos is still a controversial topic and using 
arbitrary distinction between ethics of research and clinical practice is commonly rejected by authorities in this field 
who demand balancing the risk of surgical placebos with potential benefit to individual subject under the study, a 
view that can limit application of surgical placebos to very specific circumstances which will has its own ethical 
considerations. DISCUSSION: Ethical judgments over the use of surgical placebos should be case-specific and 
based on a methodological rationale after conducting a risk/benefit analysis and informing subjects about the 
uncertainty of therapeutic benefit and the associated risks. 

 
ETHICS OF END-OF-LIFE CARE: REDUCING COMMUNICATION GAPS 

BETWEEN PHYSICIANS, PATIENTS, AND FAMILIES 
Dustin Passigli, MA, Rishi Sarkar, MD, Subrata Saha, PhD 

 SUNY Downstate Medical Center 
450 Clarkson Avenue,  Brooklyn, NY, 11203 

Email: dustin.pass@gmail.com 
 
Modern medicine and public health initiatives in the USA have produced positive widespread changes in the health 
and longevity of its citizens. However, for many patients, these advancements have resulted in a longer but 
decreased quality of life. Other important effects include increased emotional burden on the family and higher 
financial costs on the healthcare system. Important ethical questions of futility and of patient autonomy have been 
brought to the forefront of end-of-life care. These questions have sparked a widespread debate as to when life 
support treatments should be performed or not. Previous research has shown that even with increasing demands of 
patient autonomy, informed consent, and communication between physician, patient, and family; communication 
was limited or sometimes occurred with an emergency. In this paper we will provide a background on the ethical 
principles of beneficence and non-maleficence, discuss death and dying, and present a concise history of 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) & Do-Not-Resuscitate (DNR) orders. Furthermore, we will identify the key 
communication gaps between physicians and patients/surrogates in respect to end-of-life care and decision making, 
and also provide suggestions as to ways in which these gaps can be reduced. The communication gaps between 
physicians, patients, and/or surrogates in respect to Advanced Directives (AD’s), DNR decision making, and end-
of-life care need to be minimized with appropriate, realistic goals, detailed treatment planning, minimize medical 
paternalism, and have communication that involves lesser amounts of vague or ambiguous language. By clarifying 
decisions on end-of-life care there will be better management of resources and decreased pain and suffering of the 
patient and family. 
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IS THERE TRULY INFORMED CONSENT IN THE CLINICAL USES OF 

IONIZING RADIATION? 
Joseph A. Spadaro, PhD1, Kent M. Ogden, PhD2 
Departments of 1Orthopedic Surgery, 2Radiology 

SUNY Upstate Medical University 
750 East Adams Street, IHP-3119 

Syracuse, NY, 13210 
Email: spadaroj@upstate.edu 

 
The expansion of biomedical technology, for example in minimally invasive interventional procedures and high 
resolution medical imaging, has increased the average annual man-made exposure to ionizing radiation about 7-fold 
in the last 20 years.   Efforts to reduce radiation doses for diagnostic procedures and to more precisely focus 
therapeutic radiation are continuing, but so is the increasing variety and the demand for the latest techniques.   
While news reports of accidental overexposure injuries catch our attention, they may not be the real story.  It is 
estimated that the excess risk of a fatal cancer increases of the order of 10% per rem (10 milli-Sievert) of effective 
dose.   We investigated the nature and extent of the information provided to patients and research subjects at our 
own institution (a regional medical center) and some nearby hospitals and judged whether it was adequate and 
ethically appropriate.   In consent forms for clinical research protocols inadequate information about doses and risks 
is often included.   In clinical care, although doses can be quite high, patient information on radiation exposure and 
risk was typically scant.   This suggests that truly informed consent for radiation use is far from a reality.   
Biomedical engineers may be able to help first by becoming better informed themselves, and second by designing 
better radiation delivery and monitoring systems, including methods of tracking individual patient cumulative 
exposures over extended periods. 

 
COMPLEX TISSUE TRANSPLANTATION: AN URGENT NEED FOR 

NATIONAL GUIDELINES 
Andrea K. Scott Esq.1, Warren S. Grundfest M.D. FACS2, Vinay Bhupathy3 

1Bioethics USA, Inc., Los Angeles, CA 
2UCLA Departments of Bioengineering, Electrical Engineering & Surgery 

4121 Engr V, 420 Westwood Plaza , Los Angeles, CA 
3Columbia University School of Law - Class of 2012, New York, NY 

Email: warrenbe@seas.ucla.edu 
 
The technical feasibility of complex tissue transplantation [CTT] for hand and face transplants has recently been 
established.  Federal and state laws require physicians to disclose the risks and benefits of CTT prior to obtaining 
informed consent for these procedures.  CTT surgery differs in material ways from other commonly performed 
transplant procedures.  First, CTT is performed to enhance a patient’s quality of life rather than to save life itself. 
Second, the immune suppression protocols required for hand and face transplants are not standardized and are in 
a state of flux.  Third, the long term outcome of these procedures is unknown.  Fourth, CTT patients must be 
committed to long term relationships with key members of transplant, medical, and rehabilitative teams. To 
obtain truly informed consent patients and their families must understand the experimental nature of CTT 
procedures, the immune suppression protocols, and the disparities between short and long term medical goals. 
Prior transplantation experience demonstrates that surgical candidates with strong support networks have the best 
long term outcomes and thus, the patient’s support network must be considered during their evaluation.   We 
recommend that a national organization such as the American Society for Reconstructive Transplantation 
develop guidelines for CTT.  These guidelines should (1) protect the interests of patients, physicians and medical 
institutions; (2) harness telemedicine and the electronic medical record system for patient follow-up and data 
collection; (3) create a national registry of complex tissue procedures and support the analyses of long term 
outcomes; and (4) standardize immune suppression protocols to allow for data comparison between institutions. 
The high cost of CTT surgery requires consideration of a positive outcome as part of inclusion and exclusion 
criteria.  Standardization of protocols and the development of national guidelines will accelerate progress in this 
field. 
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ETHICAL ISSUES IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY TO INDIGENOUS 

POPULATION IN CANADA 
Preeti Nayak, Markad V. Kamath and Adrian R.Upton 

Departments of Social Sciences and Medicine, Health Sciences Centre, Room 3H2 
McMaster University 

1200 Main St. West, Hamilton, L8N 3Z5, ON, Canada 
Email: preeti_nayak026@hotmail.com 

 
Canadian healthcare is held in high esteem and is the envy of the world. It continuously and vigorously strives to 
maintain its standards by providing the highest quality medical treatment for all Canadians. However, when the 
quality of healthcare that Indigenous Peoples enjoy is evaluated, a number of issues come to the forefront.  In this 
context, standards of care, the mode of their delivery and finally the efficacy of the care need to be closely 
examined, by accepted metrics. Indigenous communities have elevated incidence of chronic conditions such as 
HIV, diabetes, tuberculosis and heart disease. For instance, diabetes among First Nation peoples living on reserves 
is 3.8 times higher than in the general population. It is well known that poor dietary habits, higher than average 
alcohol consumption and elevated rates of suicide have marginalized the Indigenous Peoples of Canada.  The 
statistical data compiled by various sources highlight a low quality of life for Indigenous groups and is source of 
concern for medical professionals and social scientists alike. Case in point, it has been found that youth suicide 
rates are 5-7 times higher than those of non –Indigenous Canadian youth.  Moreover, infant mortality rate for the 
Inuit, for example, is three times higher than the national Canadian average.  Several variables interact with 
negative consequences in degrading the quality of health for this population.  First, native groups which to a large 
degree rely on their natural environment as the primary source of food supply, suffer due to environmental 
pollution and contamination (especially water), leading to poor health.  A second cause is the rapid spread of 
urbanization, which has negative implications on living conditions, leading to overcrowding and poor hygiene. 
Finally, since poverty is a common widespread problem, communities are forced to nourish themselves from the 
local food stores, which supply food that is not necessarily their staple, leading to poor dietary habits and the 
resulting malnourishment. These systemic factors result in breeding grounds for disease, infection and other health 
risks.  Statistical data on Indigenous health is sparse and provincial and federal governments have begun to 
recognize the rights of Indigenous Peoples only recently.   The Canadian government has an ethical responsibility 
to work in partnership with Indigenous Peoples with an open mind, to provide improved healthcare for this 
population. 

 
TRIGEMINAL NEURALGIA: AN ELUSIVE DIAGNOSIS 

Daniel Soeffing, JD, MBE (2012) 
University of Pennsylvania Center for Bioethics 

3401 Market Street, Suite 320, Philadelphia, PA 19104 
Email: dsoeffing@hotmail.com 

 
Trigeminal Neuralgia (TN) afflicts a fraction of the world’s population.  TN’s multiple forms, differing 
intensities and lack of known triggering events cause it to be misdiagnosed; usually as a dental condition.  TN 
manifests as a sharp stabbing pain in the face which can be provoked by movement.  The trigeminal nerve, for 
unknown reasons, registers this pain.  Misdiagnosis of TN leads dentists to perform root canals, apicoectomies 
and eventual extractions, sometimes of numerous teeth. Only after the initial TN pain remains will a dentist 
recognize the problem as neurological and refer the patient accordingly.  CT scans and MRIs show no anomalies.  
The only evidence of pain is the patient’s word.  Such patients receive no relief from stellate blocks and pain 
medications; however, several antidepressant medications have subdued and eventually ended the pain with 
minimal side effects.  Specifically, serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) such as Duloxetine 
(Cymbalta) and Venlafaxine (Effexor) in minimal daily dosages can remove the pain to the point where it does 
not return after tapering and extinguishing of the medication.  Tricyclic antidepressants such as Nortriptyline 
(Pamelor) have achieved similar results.  Minimal lecture regarding TN during dental training can expedite a 
future diagnosis. 
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ETHICS AS META-ENGINEERING: A NOVEL RESEARCH DESIGN FOR 

ANTICIPATORY GOVERNANCE IN TISSUE BIOFABRICATION 
George Khushf, Ph.D. 

Center for Bioethics and Department of Philosophy, University of South Carolina 
1600 Hampton Street, Room 407, Columbia, SC 29208 

Email: Khushf@sc.edu 
 
A distinction can be drawn between “object level” activities of research and “subject level” activities.  Object level 
activities are oriented toward the stated aims of the science and engineering practices; for example, understanding 
3D vascular trees needed for the perfusion of organs and bioprinting such vascular trees.  The language, formal 
tools, experimental methods, and technologies of science and engineering have been developed for efficiently and 
effectively advancing object level goals.  In addition, researchers must engineer institutional and cultural conditions 
conductive to their own research.  In this meta-engineering, they are engaged in an ethical practice: to foster a 
flourishing research community.  The subject level activity is of vital importance in establishing new programs in 
emerging research areas, but it is rarely approached in the systematic, rigorous way that characterizes advancement 
of object level goals.  Instead, subject level activities are promoted in an ad hoc manner, and success usually 
depends on the personalities of advocates and contingencies of the circumstances.  This “art” is then conveyed to 
others in the way an older craft might be conveyed to an apprentice as part of a guild.  When subject level activities 
have been studied, the humanities, social sciences, or business researchers conducting those studies rarely provide 
results that could assist those who promote that science.  I report on an “upstream ethics project” that seeks to get 
past this “two cultures” split.  By studying the subject level activities integral to a statewide, South Carolina tissue 
biofabrication initiative, we seek to assist scientists and engineers in developing governance strategies that both 
advance the object level goals and proactively address ethical and policy challenges arising from their research. 

 
LEGAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES IN REGENERATIVE NANOMEDICINE 

Linda MacDonald Glenn, JD, LLM1, Jeanann S. Boyce, EDD2 
1Alden March Bioethics Institute, Albany Medical Center, Albany, NY 

2Montgomery College, Takoma Park, Maryland 
96 Birch Court, Burlington, VT 05408 

Email: lglenn3000@gmail.com 
 
Advances in material design at the nanoscale, merged with new insights in the fields of molecular and cell biology, 
have allowed for the burgeoning of a new cross-disciplinary field: regenerative nanomedicine.  It has the capacity 
to reconstitute significant aspects of medicine, medical practice, and health care systems. In so doing, regenerative 
medicine is giving rise to a host of legal and ethical issues associated with adaptation and transition, ranging from 
definitions and appropriate applications to dual use, potential risks, regulations, and access. In this presentation, we 
provide an overview of the questions and concerns and recommend pro-active consideration and solutions. 

 
UNDERSTANDING ETHICS AND TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE IN 

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE: A CASE BASED APPROACH 
Rosa L. Pinkus, PhD1 and Bryan N. Brown, PhD2 

1Center for Bioethics and Health Law, University of Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
3708 Fifth Avenue, Medical Arts Building, Suite 300 

2Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 
Email: pinkus@pitt.edu 

 
The rapidly expanding fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine hold promise for the replacement of 
damaged, diseased, or missing organs.  Both approaches to tissue reconstruction generally involve biomaterials, 
biologically active molecules, cells, or a combination thereof.  Often, stem cells, which may be harvested from a 
wide variety of sources, are used.  Additionally, tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, almost invariably, 
require the use of animal testing prior to pre-clinical and clinical trials in humans. To fulfill the promise of these 
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approaches, funding from a variety of sources, including the federal government via NIH grants is essential; as is 
attracting future scientists to carry on such work. In this regard, many middle and high school classrooms are now 
incorporating modules on tissue engineering, regenerative medicine, and stem cell science into their curriculum; 
however, an efficient method for discussing the ethical issues involved is not always included.  We have developed 
a set of inter-related curricular materials aimed to facilitate the discussion of the ethical dilemmas surrounding the 
use of animals and stem cells in science and medicine. Written by a basic scientist and an applied ethics scholar, as 
part of ongoing efforts by the Pittsburgh Tissue Engineering Initiative and Achieving Student Success Through 
Excellence In Teaching, Inc., the materials are both understandable and relatable to a young audience. Instructional 
prompts within the case texts encourage users to engage in a robust discussion of both technical material and ethical 
issues.  While geared towards a middle school education level, the materials can serve as a model for those wanting 
to support the work of science in general and motivate future generations to select biomedical research as a field. 

 
ETHICAL CHALLENGES IN GLOBAL ORGAN TRADE 

Sharmila Chatterjee, MBBS1, Amit Chattopadhyay2 
1George Washington University, Washington, DC, USA 

2ARCAB, Gaithersburg, MD - 20877 
Email: Amit.arcab@hotmail 

 
Complex operations such as illegal organ trade can only exist with the intricate interaction of touts, middlemen, 
officials of governmental machinery, and doctors who take grave career risks. Poor countries (and people) 
become a valuable resource for illegal traders turning these societies into natural organ factories to be tapped on 
an "as per need" basis. 2005 estimates suggest 66,000 kidney transplants, 21,000 liver transplants and 6,000 heart 
transplants were performed globally. . Information about the current state of illegal organ trade remains obscure 
because of scarce data. Transplant packages are expensive [estimates: Kidney (US$70,000), Liver (US$120,000), 
Pancreas (US$110,000), Kidney and Pancreas (US$160,000)]. Different views and perspectives have been 
expressed on "supply side" economics of organ trade – most have made ethical arguments based on coercion of 
the donor.  Monetization of organ donation immediately commodifies the organ and the donor. Thenceforth, 
market forces take over. In the context of the poor organ donor/seller, the main problem is not viewed as 
medical-centric (concern for side effects etc.), but as socioeconomic-cultural-justice centric (monetary 
reimbursement and exploitation etc.). The buyer and seller view the organ as a commodity and make decisions 
based on their respective coping strategies and power. Market conditions promote illegal trade. One argument 
favors strict governmental oversight to control and regulate the market to protect human rights and social justice. 
An alternate view suggests that routine organ recovery would be simpler and cheaper to implement than 
proposals designed to stimulate consent because there would be no need for donor registries, no need to train 
requestors, no need for stringent government regulation, no need to consider paying for organs, and no need for 
permanent public education campaigns. We assess the impact of market forces and the supply and demand side 
ethics and role of government in regulating organ trade. 

 
NEUROSCIENCE AS ADVANCED SCIENCES’ CONVERGENCE: THE NEED 

FOR PRAGMATISM AND PREPAREDNESS IN ADDRESSING 

NEUROETHICAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS 
James Giordano, PhD1,2, Ashok Vaseashta, PhD3 

1Center for Neurotechnology Studies, Potomac Institute for Policy Studies, 
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Neuroscience has achieved considerable progress due at least in part to the conjoinment of multiple scientific 
disciplines. Currently, the field is poised to predict and alter the potential of neural development and thus 
neuropsychiatric manifestations of cognition, emotion and behavior (through neurogenetics and neuroproteomics); 
assess and manipulate ultrastructural and even perhaps single cell components of network neural systems (via the 
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use of plasmonics, optogenetics and nanotechnology); to amass and engage large scale databases of 
neuropsychiatric information that could enable personalized interventions (via cybertechnology and mechatronics), 
and to increasingly link neural function to machine technology in an iterative process of cyborgization (through the 
employment of neural engineering).  In sum, basic, clinical and social neuroscience may be considered the “tip of 
the spear” at which multiple fields and disciplines are focused in advanced sciences’ convergence (ASC). This 
presentation elucidates the concept and practice of ASC and explicates its potential benefits in fostering and using 
innovative, multi-disciplinary approaches to multi-componential problem sets that define much of what David 
Chalmers referred to as “the hard questions” of neuroscience. However, it is equally important to recognize the 
multiplicative effect that ASC may have upon the ethical issues that arise in and from neuroscientific research and 
its applications. Thus, we are facing a proverbial double-edged sword of possibility and problematics, and these key 
issues will be defined. We posit that a simple precautionary principle is anachronistic and therefore inadequate, 
given the pace and reach of scientific and technological advancement, and the reality that potentially unforeseen 
burdens and risks may always be greater than perceived benefits of any innovation(s) in frontier science. In this 
light we propose and explicate a methodology of pragmatic evaluation, preparedness, and prudent address and 
engagement of viable resolutions for the neuroethical issues germane to ASC approaches and use in neuroscientific 
endeavors. 
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WHY OUR ETHICS CURRICULA DON’T WORK 

Charles N. Bertolami, DDS, DMedSc 
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The impact of ethics curricula on professional school students seems marginal at best. Students take the ethics 
courses we offer and pass the tests we give but no one’s behavior seems to change as a result.  Part of the reason 
may be that we teach about ethics as opposed to actually teaching ethics—and teaching it with a realistic 
expectation of behavioral change. Underlying this outcome might be the erroneous assumption that high intellect (a 
key criterion for admissions to professional or graduate school) somehow translates into ethical behavior. This 
presumption takes for granted buy-in by students into a shared set of ethical norms that they may not really accept.  
The result is that ethics instruction is initiated several steps beyond where students find themselves in terms of their 
own ethical formation. Much ends up being unsaid and unexplored. The premise of this presentation is that our 
ethics courses are inadequate in both content and form to the extent that they do not cultivate an introspective 
orientation to professional life.  Thus, traditional approaches to other kinds of coursework may be singularly 
ineffective when it comes to teaching ethics.  Reading assignments, lectures, group discussions, and case studies, 
followed by examination are not enough.  Intelligent students easily pick up on what they are supposed to believe, 
but the approach does little to reveal what students do believe, let alone alter their belief structures in compelling 
ways. Fewer assumptions about a diverse student body’s antecedent ethical formation might be a good place to 
start, beginning with basics; inculcating a sense of ethics as a more generalized element of personal wellbeing—
physical, mental, spiritual, and particularly social.  Doing so requires ways of inspiring, captivating, and exciting 
students by formulating personal development schema.  Peer evaluative approaches may be the single most robust 
way of doing so.  

 
ETHICS OF THE "LACK OF EVIDENCE" IN AN EVIDENCE BASED 

PRACTICE ERA - THE CASE OF ORAL CANCER SCREENING 
Amit Chattopadhyay, PhD 
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Evidence-based healthcare practice is the conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best scientific 
evidence in making decisions about the care of patients and the delivery of health services to populations. Current 
best evidence is up-to-date information from relevant, valid research about the effects of different forms of: health 
care, the potential for harm from exposure to particular agents, the accuracy of diagnostic tests, and the predictive 
power of prognostic factors. A direct result of using evidence-based practice has been the development of decision 
trees to treat patients based on the current best evidence. Such paradigms and practices assume the availability of 
good quality evidence as their foundation. Although oral cancer fulfills all the criteria of a disease for which 
screening should be done, due to lack of adequate studies, there exists a lack of evidence to make a 
recommendation for screening. Leading guidelines, therefore, point out a gap in the evidence base and refrain from 
any recommendation - i.e., they do not improve or "guide" practice or change patient outcomes. Such a situation 
leads to several ethical challenges on the part of policy makers and clinical practitioners. Even though early 
detection of oral cancer clearly leads to better health outcomes, late presentation and delay in diagnosis of oral 
cancer is still common. The need for oral cancer screening clearly seems to exist. In the absence of evidence and 
guidelines for oral cancer screening, the onus is on clinicians to be vigilant and conduct a more rigorous 
examination. The readiness of clinicians to fulfill this role should therefore be evaluated. Although dentists have 
exhibited willingness to examine for oral cancer, their general knowledge base about oral cancer and oral cancer 
screening protocol is low. Ethical implications of non-committal of guidelines are discussed using the seven steps 
of ethical case analysis. 

 
DENTAL REGISTRY AND DNA REPOSITORY:  ETHICAL CONCEPTS 

IMPOSED ON REASONS FOR NONPARTICIPATION 
David A. Anderson, DDS, MDS, Alexandre R. Vieira, DMD, PhD, Jacqueline Noel, BA 

University of Pittsburgh School of Dental Medicine 
B22 Salk Annex  3501 Terrace Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15261-1933 
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In contemporary moral discourse, ethical principles are frequently divided into categories of “consequential” or 
“duty based” then considered on “individual” and “societal” levels.  These principles are utilized as lenses of 
investigator motivation or justification.  The Dental Registry and DNA Repository project was established with the 
primary goal of serving as a major resource of deintified clinical information linked to DNA samples for the study 
of dental traits.  The registry has 2160 participants as well as 282 individuals who declined participation.  Each 
individual that declines participation is asked to select a reason from an IRB approved list of pertinent reasons.  
This presentation will associate the reasons for declining participation with defined ethical principles, quantify the 
responses and discuss rationales for nonconsumption of this innocuous diagnostic sampling procedure. 

 
ETHICAL GUIDELINES FOR THE QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF ORAL 

HEALTHCARE 
Amit Chattopadhyay, PhD1, Khushdeep Malhotra, BDS, MPH2, Sharmila Chatterjee, MBBS3 
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A keystone concept in healthcare improvement is the belief that informed choices will lead to enhanced quality of 
life and healthcare. Bioethics examines the moral issues in the fields of medical treatment and research, and 
describes ethical issues in the life sciences and the distribution of scarce medical resources. A goal of quality 
assessment in health care is continuous quality improvement of services provided for patients and populations and 
of the ways and means to produce these services. Oral healthcare systems across the world generally do not provide 
consistent, high quality clinical care to all people in respective nations - there exists a large gap between the quality 
of the current oral healthcare and the quality of oral healthcare that can be achieved even under the prevailing 
socio-economic-medical-technological environment. Developing global ethical standards that work in impacting 
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oral healthcare quality will require defining a reasonable 'standard of care' for practice and research in developing 
countries, redefining concepts such as fair benefits and ancillary care, encouraging community engagement and 
using these concepts to improve health care and foster social justice through research. Although quality-adjusted 
life year (QALY) is used as a preferential measure for healthcare activity outcomes in health economic studies, its 
utility to oral healthcare is limited. However, a "social worth" perspective strategy would lean towards distribution 
of resources based on the social worth/ utility of the end-user. A philanthropy-based perspective would endorse 
charity-based resource allocation strategy. Here we discuss how ethical principles may be used as guidelines for 
quality assessment of oral healthcare provision, emphasizing areas such as: ethical handling of information, patient 
safety, communication, obligation for impartial quality assessment, private health information protection, ethics 
committees and supervision authorities, assessor competence, supervision of ethical guidelines for health quality 
assessment, research and publication ethics and global ethics of oral healthcare. 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by NIDCR-NIH 

 
RADIATION EXPOSURE IN DENTISTRY: IS THERE A NEED FOR CONCERN? 
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Recently radiation exposures from medical and dental diagnostic procedures have raised public concern and have 
received considerable media attention.  Controversies regarding whether it is ethical to subject dental patients to 
radiation levels that are beyond what is deemed clinically necessary has been a heated topic of debate. Conflicts of 
interest between dentists and companies that manufacture imaging equipment are an ethical concern. Weighing the 
risks versus benefits of utilizing radiographic diagnostic techniques for dental treatment procedures also needs 
further examination. Medical procedures that utilize much greater radiation exposure levels have not been subjected 
to the same level of scrutiny as have dental radiography. The liabilities that clinicians might face in terms of 
medical malpractice lawsuits for not utilizing newer radiological technologies with lower radiation exposures and 
techniques to plan dental treatment procedures needs further debate. Further, proper education of the public as well 
as patients about the actual radiation levels that they are exposed to from dental procedures is lacking. Irresponsible 
journalism and lack of adequate scientific knowledge have led to some mistrust among the general public about the 
dangers of radiation exposure in dental offices. Federal agencies (e.g. NIH and FDA) as well as professional 
societies (e.g. American Academy of Oral and Maxillofacial Radiology and the American Dental Association) need 
to better educate and disseminate the appropriate knowledge related to dental radiation to the scientific 
communities and public in general. 

 
NEED FOR ETHICAL FRAMEWORK FOR TESTING FOR SYSTEMIC 

DISEASES IN DENTAL OFFICES 
Marushka Silveria, BDS, MPH1, Amit Chattopadhyay2 
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Testing for systemic diseases in dental offices is a potentially attractive phenomenon for dental professionals and 
may be viewed as an opportunity to expand scope of professional reach, expansion of practice and improve 
financial returns for practice. In this context, dental practices may be viewed as "one stop shopping" expanded 
scope of services provided in offices of oral health care professionals, including services related to screening and 
monitoring for systemic diseases. However, several ethical questions arise that must be addressed before such 
activities are adopted. These questions include: 1. What should be the lever of training that dentists must acquire to 
deal with health communication challenges associated with such testing and in dealing with false positive and 
negative results and positive and negative predictive values? 2. How well are dental professionals and offices aware 
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and compliant with HIPAA and laws and procedures related to informed consent? 3. What is the state of evidence 
regarding acceptability (by public) and effectiveness of such testing? 4. What should be the acceptable standard of 
practice for conduct of invasive and non-invasive tests – which tests may be/ may not be conducted in dental offices 
and how should quality assurance be conducted? 5. What is the boundary delineating “testing” and “reporting” vis-
à-vis counseling? 6. What is the value of testing without counseling? 7. What assurances need to be in place to 
ensure voluntariness of testing in practice set-ups? 8. How would data from such testing be used in “research”, 
especially with the growth of practice based research networks? 9. Does ADA code of Ethics need to incorporate 
guidance for practicing dentists for such testing?  We discuss how ethical principles can be used to develop a 
framework of guidelines for potential testing for systemic diseases in dental offices. 
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by NIDCR-NIH 
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The number of African American (AA) students entering the dental profession on a national level remains 
alarmingly low. To better understand the reasons why Pittsburgh struggles to attract more AA students, we 
performed a qualitative research study targeted at identifying the issues preventing certain students from applying 
to our school. A focus group with the four students of African descent enrolled in the year 2008-2009 was created 
with the goals of eliciting data on the cultural norms and providing a broad overview of issues and concerns 
affecting them. The main findings included: (1) Pittsburgh competes with two other dental schools in the state that 
may provide a more robust financial incentive to attract AA students. Nationally, the two historically black colleges 
and universities of dental medicine in the country tend to attract the majority of students of African descent. 
Howard University in particular, is located within driving distance from Pittsburgh; (2) Pittsburgh appeared to lack 
resources, community, and programs to ease the transition to dental school for minority students; and (3) There was 
a perception by the students that pre-professional/other advisors discourage AA students from pursuing a dental 
degree based solely on academic performance (GPA=3.0 or higher). The students stated that if AA students express 
an interest in the dental profession they are discouraged by their mentors from applying to schools where the 
demographic aspects might not be perceived as welcoming to AA students. This preliminary data suggest that there 
are issues during the pre-admission process that can be improved to encourage AA students to apply to dental 
school and to increase the diversity of our faculty and staff. 
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Major advances in oral fluid testing may lead to the diagnosis and treatment of previously undiagnosed conditions 
and enable dentists to manage oral disease more effectively. Blood is a complex tissue that has been extensively 
researched and used for a large variety of diagnostic testing. It is also regarded as a form of property with ethical 
and legal dimensions. Should we now extend those same protections to saliva?  The concept is advanced such that 
saliva should similarly be considered a form of property, possibly within personal biological materials law. The 
emerging potential for developing marketable products from oral fluids raises the question of protecting the 
research subject’s ethical and legal rights. Failure to adequately inform a person of that potential may thus represent 
a violation of that person’s property rights. Violation of privacy and genetic discrimination may also arise from 
testing salivary DNA. Saliva has become a major genetic data base, like blood. Our modern era of informational 
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technology is a Pandora’s Box, threatening an accidental release and potential misuse of genetic information. 
Highly complex storage and retrieval systems inevitably fail in one way or another, and violation of privacy is 
common. Introducing more safeguards paradoxically makes such systems less secure and the challenge remains 
even greater to protect privacy. However, concerns about privacy do not necessarily commit one to a property 
paradigm. The right to privacy of personal genetic information and safeguards against its unwarranted disclosure or 
manipulation of that information is separable from the proposed status of saliva as biological property and its 
attendant rights. Respect for autonomy will require that the clinician inform a patient or research subject about 
rights to property and privacy as these may pertain to oral fluid. 

 
BRAIN IMAGING IN THE “REAL WORLD” – WHAT LIMITS SHOULD BE 
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Since 2000, academic researchers in the US, UK, China, Japan, Germany and Australia, have used Blood 
Oxygenation Level Dependent (BOLD) fMRI to study brain activity during tasks simulating real life deception and 
malingering. Initial studies pooled data from multiple subjects, but by 2005 the power of MRI scanners had 
improved enough to allow deception tests to be conducted on single subjects, suggesting obvious real-world 
applications. The method is now being used for purposes that are far removed from academic or medical research. 
Two commercial firms presently offer fMRI-based lie detection services, and are beginning to conduct investigative 
work (infidelity, insurance and background investigations) as well as evidentiary work (e.g. vetting the credibility 
of witnesses in legal proceedings). A growing body of ethical commentary has appeared on the method (e.g. 1), 
typically focusing on the unproven reliability of the method for detection of deception. But a host of other complex 
multidisciplinary issues arise with the method, involving ethical, legal, and scientific considerations. One set of 
issues relates to the coming increase in fMRI brain imaging studies outside of normal medical or research settings 
and outside of supervision by institutional review boards. This may open the door to procedures being done without 
direct medical oversight, possibly increasing risks to subjects. Defining the role of physicians in the use of high 
tech medical equipment to perform brain imaging without a medical or research indication could help clarify the 
legal and regulatory standing of MRI based lie detection. Another issue is determining whether fMRI lie detection 
is essentially a form of “high-tech” polygraphy, and if so whether the ethical issues with polygraphy are present 
with this technology as well. Although new legislation for fMRI based techniques is probably not justified, a 
detailed legal and technical analysis is required to determine how and whether the existing rules regulating  the 
conventional (psychophysiological) polygraph testing and the practice of medicine may apply to fMRI-based lie 
detection. 

 
NEUROTECHNOLOGIES, INVASIVENESS AND THE EXTENDED MIND 
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According to a standard view, the physical boundary of the person – the skin-and-skull boundary – matters morally 
because this boundary delineates between where the person begins and the world ends.  On the basis of this view 
we make a distinction between invasive interventions that penetrate this boundary and non-invasive interventions 
that do not.  The development of neuroprosthetics, however, raises questions about the significance of this 
boundary and the relationship between person and body.  In particular it has been argued by appeal to the Extended 
Mind thesis that mind and person can extend beyond the body, and hence the skin-and-skull boundary is of 
questionable significance.  
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In this paper I argue that the Extended Mind thesis is consistent with the ethical relevance of the skin-and-skull 
barrier.  Although it can be argued that cognitive processes and aspect of mind can extend beyond the skin-and-
skull boundary as EM claims, it does not follow that the person is also extended beyond this boundary.  The moral 
sense of person is closely related to the notion of person as a subject of experiences and this, in turn, is related to 
the sensory and somatosensory aspects of the body.   The development of neuroprosthetics provides us with reason 
to see that persons can be variously embodied, but this is consistent with the functional and ethical significance of 
the skin-and-skull boundary. 

 
ETHICAL ISSUES IN BIOINFORMATICS: PRIVACY AND MORE 
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Telemedicine and telehealth care involve using biomedical devices together with electronic information and 
communication technologies when distance separates the participants. While privacy, security, confidentiality, and 
information accuracy are common ethical concerns, using these new technologies leads to ethical questions and 
considerations that may not yet be fully apparent. Trends in e-health, especially when combined with health policy 
that promotes using electronic medical and personal health records and health information exchanges, also raise 
ethical issues related to designing for safety, usability, and unobtrusiveness; difficult choices between patients' 
autonomy and privacy, support, informed consent, and empowerment; trade-offs in personal and professional 
relationships; changes in health care work; and social policy considerations. The presenter, who chairs the American 
Medical Informatics Association's Ethical, Legal, and Social Issues Working Group, is a Yale Interdisciplinary 
Bioethics Center Scholar and Faculty Fellow of the Yale Law School's Information Society Project. A fellow of the 
American College of Medical Informatics, she is faculty at the Yale Center for Medical Informatics.  The presentation 
draws on years of studies to highlight these emerging ethical issues in biomedical engineering with real examples, to 
illustrate the importance of expanding ethical concerns beyond privacy and security, and to draw attention to the need 
for research to identify and address ethical issues that accompany the use of new biomedical technologies. 

 
ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION: ETHICAL ISSUES 
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Despite the impressive range of existing recommendations, resolutions and internationally legally binding 
instruments dealing with transplantation of OTC (organs, tissues and cells) as well as trafficking in human beings 
for the purpose of organ removal there are serious limitations from country to country affecting their practical 
implementation. Countries from which transplant tourists originate, as well as those to which they travel to obtain 
transplants, are just beginning to address in the last decade their respective responsibilities to protect their people 
from exploitation and to develop national self-sufficiency in organ donation. The legacy of transplantation is 
seriously threatened by organ trafficking and transplant tourism. Since the first kidney transplant in 1954 a growing 
shortage of organs for transplant prevents many patients from receiving the benefit of transplantation. In the US 
alone about 10 to 15 Americans die each day while waiting for an organ transplant. The median waiting time for a 
kidney transplant has risen from approximately one to two years, despite massive campaigns and legislation 
mandating that the families of potential donors be informed of their option to donate their organs to those in need. 
The current advances in immunology and tissue engineering and the use of animal organs (xenotransplantation) 
offer promising solutions to many of these problems but raise additional ethical and medical issues which must be 
considered by the medical profession as well as society. This paper deals with the ethical issues generated by the 
current advances in organ transplantation, the problem of organ supply versus organ demand and some possible 
solutions to organ shortage. As we know, there is no clear answer, no moral cover-all that helps us deciding what is 
acceptable. Perhaps we have to wade our way through some details and decide case by case. 
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In response to homeland security concerns, new technologies are being developed for a host of security-related 
applications that are applications of biomedical engineering and medical imaging technologies. There is an urgent 
need to examine the ethical implications of these technologies, and indeed the whole process by which they are 
chosen and developed. In the present talk, I consider some ethical implications of X-ray backscatter machines that 
are now being deployed in US and other airports. Much of the public discussion surrounding the systems concerns 
privacy issues and, to a lesser extent, radiation exposure. But recently a more urgent issue came to public attention 
with both major public policy and ethical implications: the scanners can be easily fooled. This alarming conclusion 
was reported in a paper by Kaufman and Carlson (J. Trans. Secur. Online edition 25 November 2010). After 
analyzing the imaging capabilities of the systems, the authors concluded: “although images can be made at the 
exposure levels claimed … detection of contraband can be foiled in these systems…a dangerous amount of plastic 
explosive with tapered edges [would be] difficult if not impossible to detect.” The authors also report that thin 
metal objects such as box cutter blades or wires, if taped to the side of the body, could also escape detection. (As 
December 2010, the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) has not responded to that article.) One obvious 
issue is whether it is ethical to publish such findings, which involves finding a proper balance between the public’s 
right to know and maintaining security. A second, much larger, issue is what one might call the ethics of 
exaggerated expectation. Statements by TSA refer to the systems as “Advanced imaging technology”; 
demonstration of the systems employ simulated explosives in rectangular packages, and large metal objects that are 
quite unlike those that a terrorist cognizant of the Kaufman-Carlson work would probably employ. There is a real 
danger that high-technology for security applications may become what one security expert calls “security theatre”, 
i.e. elaborate measures that give the appearance of increasing security in airports but in fact do not. 
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Recently there have been increasingly rising in developing and establishment of new research in the field of 
biomedical science in developing countries where there is a great appeal to conducting new research in advanced 
technology. Beside some companies for escape from intensive ethical control in industrialized countries are 
interested in developing countries. In Iran there are several rules for considering ethical issue in all biomedical 
researches, and the huge progress have been made, however there are some research institutes or researchers who 
do not consider ethical related protocols.  According to our survey out of 89 researcher in biomedical research area, 
all researchers believe to ethical issue while only 37(42%) have passed ethic related courses and 13(15%) assessed 
their ethical knowledge with good grade. Regretfully more than half of researchers (65%) have been observer of 
non ethical practice by others. Nearly all agreed that following of ethical issue is duty of researcher as well as 
research institute or corresponding systems.  The most important reasons of non-ethical practice included; lack of 
researcher's ethical knowledge, cultural factors, patients’ truth to health system, poverty, and  lack of sufficient 
control by responsible systems. Almost all recommended that the role of national and international organization 
(governmental and non-governmental) must be highlighted in prevention and punishment of offenders. In 
conclusion it is suggested that having principle knowledge of ethics in researches should be mandatory for all 
researcher. Holding of training workshops and seminars in research ethics are crucial in developing countries. As 
product of the most researches comes to publish or introduction a new product, it is strongly recommend that 
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journals and companies must be committed to considering all ethical issue in any receiving researches. Also 
considerable penalty to every offender countries in ethic issues by international organization could be helpful in 
having safe and ethical researchers. 
 

THE NIH HUMAN EMBRYONIC STEM CELL ELIGIBILITY WORKING 

GROUP: THE FIRST YEAR 
Dena S. Davis, J.D., Ph.D. 

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law 
Cleveland State University, 2121 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland OH 44115 

Email: dena.davis@law.csuohio.edu 
 
A Working Group (WG) member looks back on the issues the Group has grappled with in its first year.  On March 
9, 2009, President Obama issued an order to make more human embryonic stem cells (hesc) available for federally 
funded research.  This order resulted in new Guidelines for “responsible, scientifically worthy” research, within the 
parameters of existing law.  The WG was created to give case-by-case scrutiny to the eligibility of stem cell lines 
that did not meet every provision of the Guidelines, either because the embryos had been donated before the 
Guidelines went into effect, or because the stem cells were derived from embryos that had been created in other 
countries.  The WG's charge is to advise on whether the stem cell lines were “responsibly derived.”  The WG 
reports to the Director of NIH, through his Advisory Council.  Following a brief overview of the Guidelines, 
presenter will discuss the year's issues and challenges. Questions include: Are there different ethical issues when 
embryos are donated because PGD has determined that they are genetically diseased, or when embryos are poor 
quality or have arrested, versus healthy frozen embryos donated because they are not needed for reproduction?  
Should private clinics not legally obligated to comply with the Common Rule nonetheless be held to the standards 
of the Common Rule as a matter of ethics?  If so, does this apply to foreign-derived lines? What are the significant 
differences between research consent and clinical consent?  What are the challenges the WG faces as we review 
consents after hesc lines have been “anonymized”?  Stripping embryos of identifiers helps to protect donor 
confidentiality, but it makes it more difficult to review the consent process later on. 

 
PRESUMED CONSENT IN RESEARCH ON BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL FROM 

DECEASED PERSONS 
Goran Mijaljica1, 2 

1University of Split School of Medicine 
R. Boskovica 16, 21 000 Split, Croatia 

2Union Graduate College, Advanced Certificate Program in Research Ethics in Central and Eastern Europe, 
Schenectady, New York, USA 
E-mail: mijaljica@gmail.com 

 
This paper explores the differences and similarities between different approaches to research using biological 
material from the deceased persons. 

According to Tomasini, “the history of research on the dead is an ignominious one, linking a long legacy of 
body snatching—the historical practice of digging up freshly interned corpses from their graves—to advances in 
anatomy”.  

Today, there is a lack of uniform approach in regulations and the practice in dealing with human remains and 
biological samples from deceased persons in research. 

For example, the USA Code of Federal Regulations defines a human subject in research as a living individual 
about whom an investigator (whether professional or student) conducting research obtains data through intervention 
or interaction with the individual, or identifiable private information. Therefore, research involving materials from 
deceased persons are not considered human subjects research. 

The Council of Europe Committee of Ministers issued a Recommendation on research on biological material of 
human origin, according to which biological material should not be removed from the body of a deceased person 
for research activities without proper consent or authorization nor if the deceased person is known to have objected 
to it.  
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There is a huge potential in this type of research, especially considering the availability of samples from the 
deceased - a census conducted by the United Kingdom chief medical officer in 2001, shown that pathology 
departments have over 100 000 human tissue samples, of which 54 300 were retained from over 3 million post-
mortems conducted between 1970 and 1999. 

The model of presumed consent should be considered in research involving biological material from deceased 
persons. 

 
CONFRONTING ETHICAL ISSUES IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH: A 

PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING APPROACH AND CONSULTING MODEL 
Roberta M. Berry, JD, PhD, Jason Borenstein, PhD, Robert J. Butera, PhD 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 
685 Cherry Street, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0345 

Email: robertaberry@gatech.edu 
 
The co-authors are members of a research team on a National Science Foundation (NSF)-funded project that tests 
an experimental approach to ethics education for science and engineering graduate students. The project aims to 
cultivate problem-solving skills in future science and engineering professionals so that they can contribute to the 
resolution of ethically contentious policy problems generated by advances in science and technology. The grant 
draws on the theoretical work of the principal investigator on what she calls “fractious problems” and a 
“navigational approach” to addressing them. Fractious problems, on her account, are policy problems that are 
novel, complex, ethically fraught, unavoidably public, and unavoidably divisive. The navigational approach that 
she recommends requires consideration of multiple perspectives on the problems and possible resolutions, relevant 
past precedent, predicted future impacts of alternative resolutions, a wide range of possible resolutions, shared 
principles to guide the formulation of resolutions, and persistence in addressing the issues as they evolve (referred 
to as the “6 P’s”). The project tests the implications of this navigational approach for ethics education by enrolling 
diverse interdisciplinary teams of learners to engage in problem-based learning facilitated by researchers who 
model the application of the “6 P’s” to fractious problems. The co-authors will discuss the work of their students on 
a fractious problem regarding the potential application of neuroimaging to predict violence in school children and 
college students. They will also discuss an extension of the project to engage students in real-time ethics 
consultation to researchers on an NSF-funded synthetic biology project. Finally, they will comment on the role of 
this project in the evolution of graduate science and engineering education, including ethics education. Funded by 
NSF Award ID 0832912. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations are those of the co-authors 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF. 

 
REGULATORY APPROVAL OF NEW VACCINOMICS TESTS:  

ANTICIPATING THE VALLEY OF DEATH 
Joly Y., PhD, Koutrikas G., B.Sc., Ozdemir V., MD, PhD, Knoppers B.M. PhD 
Centre of Genomics and Policy, Dept. of Human Genetics, McGill University 

740 Dr. Penfield Avenue, Suite 5200 Montreal, QC., Canada H3A 1A4 
Email: yann.joly@mcgill.ca 

 
Vaccinomics is a rapidly emerging field of biomedicine characterized by convergence of genomics and classical 
vaccinology. Vaccinomics offers a personalized approach to vaccine development, targeted use of vaccine 
interventions and companion vaccinomics diagnostics in subpopulations wherein efficacy and safety of vaccines are 
most optimal. Importantly, vaccinomics also expands the scope of public health to include both prevention and 
treatment. However, vaccine based public health interventions are complex (scientifically and for regulatory 
decision-making) and expensive. Thus, the additional need to obtain regulatory approval for companion genomic 
tests could prevent the private sector from adopting vaccinomics. This is further complicated by direct to consumer 
availability of genomics tests and the need to ensure their analytical and clinical validity and clinical utility. Indeed, 
the translational space between fundamental genomics research and its clinical application in genetics has been 
called “the valley of death”. Using a methodology based on content analysis and the theoretical framework of 
anticipatory governance, we investigated the regulatory frameworks applicable to the approval of new vaccinomics 
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tests in the European Union, Canada and the United States. Our aim was to identify potential gaps in regulatory 
decision-making for vaccinomics, with a view for anticipatory governance and to lay a foundation for future 
improvements in vaccinomics innovation frameworks. Given that applicable regulations are currently under review 
in these three jurisdictions, the reflexive, participatory framework proposed by anticipatory governance appears 
ideally suited to inform future policy development. Our presentation will discuss the results of our comparative 
policy landscape as well as the anticipatory governance framework we are developing to ensure broad stakeholder 
involvement in vaccinomics in order to collectively address the need for future policy interventions in this rapidly 
emerging dimension of postgenomics medicine. 

 
DOES FINANCIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST BIAS RESEARCH? 

 AN INQUIRY INTO THE “FUNDING EFFECT” HYPOTHESIS 
Sheldon Krimsky, Ph.D. 

Department of Urban & Environmental Policy & Planning 
Department of Public Health & Community Medicine, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155 

Email: sheldon.krimsky@tufts.edu 
 
The concept of a “funding effect” was coined when it was discovered that study outcomes could be statistically 
correlated with funding sources, largely in drug safety and efficacy studies.  The “funding effect” was first found in 
the mid-1980s when drug studies were divided up by those funded by private companies versus those funded by 
non-profit organizations or government agencies. It has also been identified in tobacco research and chemical 
toxicity studies. This paper examines the strongest evidence for the “funding effect” and explores alternative 
explanations that can account for it. Systematic bias is one of several explanations. The paper draws on multiple 
product assessment (drugs) and single product assessment (tobacco and bisphenol A) to illustrate the complexities 
of concluding that the “funding effect” is a definitive indicator or research bias. Additional analyses of the 
methodology of the studies, interpretation of the data, and comparison of the products studied can resolve whether 
the existence of a “funding effect” is driven by scientific bias.  Additional analyses of the methodology of the 
studies, interpretation of the data, and comparison of the products studied can resolve whether the “funding effect” 
is driven by scientific bias. 

 
CAN PATENTS SHAPE THE ‘WHO’, ‘HOW’, AND ‘WHAT’ OF ACADEMIC 

SCIENCE? EVIDENCE FROM CANCER EPIGENETICS 
Matthew Herder, JSM 

Dalhousie University, Faculty of Medicine, Department of Bioethics 
5849 University Avenue, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 4H7 

Email: Matthew.Herder@dal.ca 
 
Empirical contributions to the debate over the commercialization of the life sciences are as rich in detail as they are 
diverse in approach and conclusions.  Citation-based analyses of the genetics literature suggest that patenting 
undermines knowledge use.  Survey research meanwhile supports the intuition that university scientists are 
unhindered day-to-day by patent rights.  Material transfer agreements and other forms of intellectual property 
contracting are, rather, what appear to slow progress.  Other qualitative data imply that our understanding of the 
role that institutional contexts, funding imperatives, and norms of scientific competition play is inadequate.  The 
hypothesis motivating many of these investigations, the “tragedy of the anticommons,” has thus generated 
conflicting opinions, opened new areas of inquiry, and begun to reveal the complexity of commercializing scientific 
pursuits. 

The contribution I make to this evolving body of work is twofold.  First, I theorize a novel tradeoff of academic 
entrepreneurialism.  I term this tradeoff “patent canalyzation” and posit that, by virtue of participating in the 
commercialization of their work, academic scientists become more insular in terms of who they collaborate with 
but more entrenched in their chosen line of research inquiry.  Patent canalyzation theory thus draws attention to 
potential costs as well as potential benefits associated with patenting that are not captured by the anticommons 
hypothesis.  Second, I develop a novel methodology to empirically test for patent canalyzation amongst leading 
scientists in the field of cancer “epigenetics.”  Specifically, I track variations in (1) co-authoring relationships and 
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(2) the diversity of lines of research inquiry across each scientist’s publication record in order to discern which, if 
any, intervening “entrepreneurial events” account for significant changes in variation.  The results raise a series of 
ethical questions around academic autonomy, academic integrity, and the task of commercializing epigenetic 
biomarkers currently shared by academic and company labs. 

 
“GENETHICS” AND COMMERCIAL SOCIETY 

Regi M Cherian 
International Center for Ethics in the Sciences and Humanities (IZEW) 

Eberhard Karls University Tuebingen, Germany 
St. Meinrad Weg, 6: Rottenburg, Germany, 72108 

Email: rexcherian@hotmail.com 

 
Is there a free market for Biotechnologies? What are the impacts of the ‘individual autonomy’ and ‘public policy’ 
models of genetic interventions? There is a correlation between individual happiness and public policy.  Therefore 
social orders are important for their ability to bring about happiness. Running a society entirely on individual 
autonomy and personal gain, and without rules of conduct is impossible.  At the same time, social capital is said to 
affect the interaction of economic agents in imperfect markets.  This means that virtues are relevant to the 
economy, especially to facilitate efficient coordination in cases where individual and common goals are not 
perfectly aligned.  If the free market cannot be absolutely free and if the business of business cannot solely be 
business, autonomy of corporations and people to develop, market and use technologies, especially biotechnologies 
is not absolute.  Remedies for the ills of the “bio-commercial society” include the social capital for balancing 
autonomy, justice, beneficence and non-maleficence. 

 
THE ETHICS OF EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION OF COMPANIES 

MARKETING MEDICAL DEVICES 
Richard W. Treharne, PhD 
University of Memphis 

1315 Heron Oaks Cove, Memphis, TN 38120 
Email: Rick.Treharne@Comcast.net 

 
How do you feel when you hear an executive’s compensation?  If you are like most people, you usually feel like 
they are paid too much.  What are the ethical issues involved with executive compensation?  This paper will look 
into these issues.  The answer is that the ethical issues and how people feel about them changes depending on 
whether the executive is being perceived as being paid for performance or being paid for non-performance.  If the 
company the executive is going through hard times, then most people feel it is unethical for the executive to receive 
almost any pay if people are being laid-off.  But is it unethical?  And should it be regulated by a federal agency? 
The literature in this area will be reviewed and the pay-for-performance examined from all perspectives, including 
the executive’s and the compensation committee. Whose ethical perspective should be the deciding factor?  What 
about the ethics of publishing the executive’s salary?  Why is this done at all?  How do the recently passed laws 
affect executive compensation? Are there special ethical considerations about compensation because the product is 
a medical device?  These and other ethical issues will be reviewed for the audience. 

 
REINTEGRATING THE ETHICS OF ENGINEERING AND MEDICINE 

Daniel A. Vallero, Ph.D. 
Duke University, Pratt School of Engineering 
121 Hudson Hall, Durham, NC 27708-0287 

Email: daniel.vallero@duke.edu 
 
 “Bioethics” has lost some of its meaning since it was coined by Van Rensselaer Potter II (1911 – 2001) in the 
1970s; now generally assumed to be a synonym for biomedical ethics. Originally, the term conveyed a sense of 
integration and systematic thinking in all decisions related to living things. Bioethics must be reconsidered with 
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regard to its comprehensive roots which encompass moral decision making regarding both medicine and the 
environment. Human health is inextricably tied to the environment. Therefore, the ethics of the life sciences must 
be considered systematically in the search for proper means of intervention and prevention. Some challenges of 
medical practitioners and researchers are unique to their specialties. However, many ethical challenges are shared 
by all life scientists. Biomedicine and engineering share the objective of healthy human populations. Both apply the 
physical and biological sciences, albeit at different scales and complexity (e.g., physicians deal with one species 
and environmental scientists address many species). The discussion will explore numerous ways that the life 
sciences can be used within the boundaries established by the scientific method to improve the public’s health and 
welfare and how this can be done both morally and practically. 

 
THE ETHICAL CODE FOR MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERS 

SHOULD PRECLUDE THEIR ROLE IN JUDITIAL EXECUTIONS 
Herbert F. Voigt1, David M. Ehrmann2 

1Boston University, 44 Cummington Street, Boston, MA 02215 
2Ehrmann Associates, Milton, MA 

Email: hfv@bu.edu 
 
Methods of judicial executions have changed radically throughout the millennia. Many of the more repugnant 
methods used to kill human beings have been disappearing from society.  Attempts to find more “humane” 
techniques to end life have driven innovative advances in state-sanctioned killing methods. Physicians have long 
been ethically prohibited from participating in judicial executions, although there are some examples of physicians 
participating in human experimentation that resulted in death. Engineers and physicists have profited for centuries 
by creating ever more efficient means for killing masses of humans. Ethical codes for medical and biological 
engineers, biomedical engineers, and for engineers in general, are silent regarding their participation in capital 
punishment or developing more “humane” methods for judicial executions. These codes need to be amended to 
make it perfectly clear that medical and biological engineers should play no part in judicial execution activities. 

 
INTERRELATION OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, SURGERY AND  

ETHICS IN ANCIENT INDIA 
A. Deb1, D.C. Sundaresh2 

1Centre for Product Design and Manufacturing, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012 
2Department of Orthopaedics, M.S. Ramaiah Medical College, Bangalore 560054 

Email: adeb@cpdm.iisc.ernet.in 
The official categorizations of various engineering disciplines such as mechanical, civil, electrical, biomedical, etc. 
can be considered as being of relatively recent origin. The same observation applies to the modern broad divisions 
of medical practice comprising internal medicine, surgery and perhaps dentistry, and a host of specialized areas 
such as pathology, radiology, gynaecology, cardiology, ENT, gastroenterology, orthopaedics, neurology, oncology, 
etc. However, the needs of activities in the various areas of engineering and medicine must have existed since the 
evolution of mankind and have been developed and refined through the hundreds of years of recorded human 
civilization. In the ancient Indian civilizations (before the dawn of Christ), great strides in both engineering and 
medicine were made as evident in the remains of Mahenjodaro and Harappa considered as the most ancient and 
prolific urban settings with paved roads and underground sewers as well as numerous other recovered relics 
comprising refined metallic utensils and earthen vessels, images and sculptures, jewelry, weaving aids, etc., and the 
expositions on human phsyiology and anatomy including treatment of diseases, and holistic guidelines for healthy 
living as espoused in the Ayurveda and Yoga. The modern discipline of Biomedical Engineering can be considered 
as a bridge between engineering and medicine as it equips medical practitioners with vital diagnostic as well as 
invasive and non-invasive surgical tools. However, such interrelation between engineering and medicine existed 
from time immemorial and has been the cornerstone particularly for surgical interventions. In this context, the role 
of Sushruta Samhita, the oldest documented treatise (the latter being equivalent to the word Samhita in Sanskrit) on 
medical surgery ever-compiled and credited originally to Suhsruta, the highly celebrated surgeon from ancient 
India, often referred to as the ‘father of surgery’, is worth pondering upon. Sushruta Samhita, especially reached 
great heights in describing the various time-less surgical procedures and the steps involved in rhinoplasty (nose 
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surgery) which are relevant even in the modern era. The present study brings into focus an amazing repertoire of 
surgical tools described in Sushruta Samhita which could not be realized without engineering prowess. 
Additionally, the ethical responsibilities of surgeons including licensing requirements are emphatically stated in 
the treatise. It is demonstrated through this study that biomedical engineering (in a broader sense including 
mechanical engineering aspects) and surgery existed even in ancient India and ethics was part and parcel of 
surgical practice. 

 
INNVATION IN AUDIOLOGY; ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Kerry Bowman PhD, Alan Warner BA 
Bioethics Department, Mount Sinai Hospital, University of Toronto 

600 University Avenue, Ontario 
Email: kwjbowman@mtsinai.on.ca 

 
Important new technologies have emerged in relation to audiology which need careful consideration. In congenitally 
deaf children cochlear implantation can be effective in restoring some hearing; advances in stem cell technologies 
offer future therapies. Genes associated with congenital deafness have also been identified and embryos can be 
screened using Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis (PGD). This presentation will explore multiple ethical questions 
related to these technologies. For example do physical characteristics such as deafness constitute a cultural 
membership? Even if deafness is a culture rather than a disability, is there any reason to prevent hearing parents from 
choosing cochlear implants for their deaf children? Treating deafness as a disability may send a message to the Deaf 
that they are of lesser worth. Many would say the decision to forgo cochlear implantation for one's child opens the 
child up to membership in the Deaf community, which has a rich history, language, and value system of its own. 

Many children are being born by In Vitro fertilization (IVF). New technological innovations in this domain 
including (PGD) now make it possible to screen pre-implanted embryos. PGD in this context could be used to 
select for the absence or presence of these mutations, creating an interesting paradox. The deaf community claims 
that PGD may contribute to the end of deaf culture, while some in the medical community claim that PGD can be 
used to select for disabled children. We will conclude, by discussing who ought to decide on the use of these 
technologies and how such decisions should be made. Society has moved to a model of diversity and health; is 
deafness not a part of this? 

 
BEYOUND THE METAPHOR OF GIFT: GENETIC ENHANCEMENT  

AND ITS IMPACT ON HUMAN AUTONOMY 
Michael Steinmann, PhD 

Stevens Institute of Technology 
College of Arts & Letters, Castle Point on Hudson, Hoboken, NJ 07030 

Email: msteinma@stevens.edu 
 
The possibility of genetic enhancement is often critically discussed, especially in cases where a strict therapeutic 
purpose is not given. Against the attempt to master humans’ biological nature, ideas like the sanctity of life or the 
body as a gift are invoked. Such ideas are problematic, not only because they remain inevitably metaphorical, but 
also because their moral implications are not clear. Even if embodied life is a gift for each individual, it is does not 
follow that such gift has to be accepted as it is. This only follows if we have an obligation to the donor of the gift, 
i.e. to god or nature. In bioethics as a rational, democratic discipline such ideas, however, cannot be assumed to 
receive widespread consent. This makes it necessary to develop notions that are more suitable to conceptualize 
normative questions emerging in genetic enhancement. Following ideas formulated by J. Habermas, one can say 
that genetic enhancement infringes on human autonomy. Human freedom emerges from a background of random 
and uncontrollable natural conditions exactly because these conditions leave it open how the autonomous agent 
decides. I cannot change the physical endowment of my body, but I can decide how I react to it. In the case of 
genetic enhancement, this reaction is pre-determined in a specific way. My body is not a random starting point 
anymore, but an instrument tailored to fulfill a certain purpose. Genetic enhancement, therefore, is the attempt to 
reduce both the burden and merits of human freedom; it is not so much an expression of as a threat to autonomy. 
Autonomy seems to be an adequate framework to articulate ethical concerns with such forms of biotechnology. 
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A STANDARD OF COMPETENCY FOR EVALUATING THE  

ENGINEERING EFFICACY OF MEDICAL DEVICES 
Anton E. Bowden, PhD, PE 
Brigham Young University 
435 CTB, Provo, UT 84602 
Email: abowden@byu.edu 

 
The ethical considerations for medical device design are considerable, yet to this point no standard of competency 
or common code of ethics that has been established for biomedical engineering practice.  This is in sharp contrast to 
other engineering disciplines (e.g., mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, chemical 
engineering), where a clearly defined road to professional licensure defines minimum standards of competency to 
practice, a clear code of ethical behavior, and consequences for violating that code of ethical behavior.  As an 
example, in the US, the orthopedic surgeon implanting a total knee replacement will have completed 8 years of 
medical training, have been licensed by the American Medical Association and certified by the American Board of 
Orthopedic Surgery, and have specific requirements for continuing education.  The surgeon will have committed to 
abide by an established code of ethics, and will have been examined and evaluated with regards to that set of ethics.  
In contrast, the engineers who designed, analyzed, tested, and evaluated the regulatory approval of the knee 
replacement for implantation had no requirements regarding their education and experience, no certification of 
competency, no commonly agreed upon ethical code, and no requirements for continuing education.  Only after a 
device has failed and is involved in litigation is attention from a licensed professional engineer likely to occur.  
Current engineering licensure paths are clearly inadequate for medical device development, lacking even a separate 
professional practice examination for establishing competency in biomedical engineering.  However they do 
provide a model for establishing standards of competency and ethical behavior for engineers involved in this 
complex and demanding field.  Creation of a reasonable set of common expectations for biomedical engineers 
practicing in medical device development will lead to improved efficacy and reliability of these devices, and could 
provide a motive and path for streamlined regulatory approval. 

 
IS HUMAN ENHANCEMENT ALSO A PERSONAL MATTER? 

Vincent Menuz, PhD, Thierry Hurlimann, LL.M., Béatrice Godard, PhD 
University of Montreal, Montréal, Bioethics Programs 

C.P. 6128, Succursale Centre-Ville, Montreal QC, Canada H3C 3J7 
Email: vincent.menuz@umonreal.ca Canada 

 
Emerging technologies are increasingly used in an attempt to “enhance the human body and/or mind” beyond the 
contemporary standards that characterize human beings. Yet, such standards are deeply controversial and it is not 
an easy task to determine whether the application of a given technology to an individual and its outcome can be 
defined as a human enhancement or not. Despite much debate on its potential or actual ethical and social impacts, 
human enhancement is not subject to any consensual definition. After reviewing the different approaches used in 
the literature to define human enhancement and commenting on their limitations, we propose a comprehensive 
approach to define human enhancement that focuses on individual perceptions. While acknowledging that a 
definition that mainly depends on personal and subjective individual perceptions raises many challenges, we 
suggest that it could constitute a useful premise to appropriately address the complexity of the ethical and social 
issues generated by human enhancement. 

 
BIOLOGICS IN ORTHOPAEDICS: THE ETHICAL CHALLENGES  
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The four principles of medical ethics are nonmaleficence, beneficence, autonomy, and justice [1]. Each principle 
has a unique application in the sub-specialty of orthopaedic traumatology. While dramatic advances in modern 
medicine have resulted in improved medical care, the new biomedical technology has contributed to ethical 
dilemmas [2] in the field of fracture treatment.  

The ethical issues in orthopaedic trauma not only involve clinicians but also involve a multitude of other 
clinical, non-clinical and para-clinical personnel including bioengineers, nurses, pharmacists, humanitarians, 
physical and occupational therapists, hospital administrators, hospital attorneys, members of institutional ethics 
committees, ethicists, philosophers, healthcare policy-makers, administrators of health plans and quality reviewers. 
A sound knowledge of medical ethics is necessary not only for participating in clinical investigations but also for 
using newer products or techniques and most importantly for making well-rounded and balanced decisions in 
clinical practice. 
[1] Beauchamp TL, Childress JF. Principles of biomedical ethics. 4th ed. New York: Oxford University Press; 
1994. 
[2]. Saha S, Saha PS. Biomedical ethics and the biomedical engineer: a review. Crit Rev Biomed Eng. 
1997;25(2):163-201. 

 
ETHICAL ASPECTS OF CLINICAL TRIALS OF ANTI-TUBERCULAR 

MEDICINES IN NEW DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN PEDIATRICS 
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Pavlodar, Kazakhstan, «ROMAT» Pharmaceutical Company 
Kamzina 33, Pavlodar,  Kazakhstan, 140011 

Email: vpn@romat.kz 
 
Today, pediatrics virtually hasn’t children forms of anti-tubercular medicines. The first two anti-tubercular 
medicines in pediatric formulations have appeared in the world market in 2010, produced of an Indian company 
Macleods [WHO list of prequalified medicinal products. tuberculosis, 1922 - Sep-2010]. According to WHO 
experts, the sickness rate of children with tuberculosis is 5-35% of the total number of patients (WHO report, 
2007), Kazakhstan has a high sickness rate of children with tuberculosis registered in the industrial cities. For the 
treatment of children using drugs designed for adults, tablets are ground and packed up in children's doses. In most 
cases, this led to observing reduction of therapeutic activity of medicines, and reveals a number of side effects. 
According to the Center of the monitoring side effects of medicines in Kazakhstan, the leading position on the 
number of identified adverse reactions among children take anti-tubercular medicines. The same situation keeps in 
other countries. In connection with the foregoing, the development of medicine for children, their clinical research 
of topical and related ethical issues, new for the Republic of Kazakhstan.  Pharmacokinetics and 
pharmacodynamics of absorption and distribution of medicines differ in children of different ages, different weight 
and different levels of physical development. Moreover, the medicines intended for use in pediatrics, have special 
requirements: they must be low-toxic, pleasant to the taste and dispersible (children can not swallow the 
conventional solid tablets). In the development of medicines for children and conduct of clinical trials involving 
children raises many ethical issues, which complicates and lengthens the introduction of medicines in medical 
practice. We have developed children forms of medicine for tuberculosis treatment of a main line on new delivery 
systems (nano) and for the first time in Kazakhstan have begun clinical trials of this medicine involving children. 
Currently, clinical trials on children are regulated by the Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On people's health 
and the health care system" from 18.09.2009, in which there is permission to conduct clinical trials involving 
children. Clinical studies with minors can be held in parallel with research on persons of full age, in order to obtain 
data on: 1) medical technologies or medicines for the treatment of children, and 2) the best dosage of medicine for 
the treatment of minors. Conducting clinical trials involving minors is carried out only with the written permission 
of their legal representatives.  Prohibited from conducting clinical trials of medical technology and pharmaceutical 
medicines: Minors who do not have legal representatives. 

The paper presents the results of development of children forms of anti-tubercular medicines of main line on 
new delivery systems, and ethical aspects of clinical trials of medicines   participating of children.  
Keywords: anti-tubercular medicines for pediatrics, molecular encapsulation, nanoparticles, safety, 
pharmacokinetic parameters, clinical trials, ethical review committee. 
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Today, pediatrics virtually hasn’t children forms of anti-tubercular medicines.  For the treatment of children using 
drugs designed for adults, tablets are ground and packed up in children's doses. In most cases, this led to observing 
reduction of therapeutic activity of medicines, and reveals a number of side effects.  In connection with the 
foregoing, the development of medicines for children, their clinical research of topical and related ethical issues, 
new for the Republic of Kazakhstan.  In the development of medicines for children and conduct of clinical trials 
involving children raises many ethical issues, which complicates and lengthens the introduction of medicines in 
medical practice. We have developed children forms of medicine for tuberculosis treatment of a main line on new 
delivery systems and for the first time in Kazakhstan have begun clinical trials of this medicine involving children. 
Currently, clinical trials on children are regulated by the Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan "On people's health 
and the health care system" from 18.09.2009, in which there is permission to conduct clinical trials involving children. 
Clinical studies with minors can be held in parallel with research on persons of full age, in order to obtain data on: 1) 
medical technologies or medicines for the treatment of children, and 2) the best dosage of medicine for the treatment 
of minors. Conducting clinical trials involving minors is carried out only with the written permission of their legal 
representatives.  The paper presents the results of development of children forms of anti-tubercular medicines of main 
line on new delivery systems, and ethical aspects of clinical trials of medicines   participating of children. 
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Carrying out of medical and biologic researches for medical products and products of medical appointment 
demands obligatory preliminary definition of their safety for the person by carrying out of pre-clinical tests. Most 
often pre-clinical testing in sew to the country it is carried out in experiences on laboratory animals. Thus we are 
guided by requirements of European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental 
and Other Scientific Purposes (Strasbourg, 1986). Responsibility for observance of ethical standards and principles 
of the humane relation to animals is born by the head of researches, and the control is carried out from the State 
Bioethical Committee and its structural divisions – local bioethical committees, – a Regulation about which in 
Kazakhstan is now at a working out stage.  
 Taking into consideration regulations of the Helsinki declaration and the recommendations containing in 
Instructions of the European Union (86/609 EU), for researchers search and working out of alternative models (test 
systems), additional approaches, and also perfection of techniques of researches on the animals, called to reduce 
their quantity is obligatory. According to ethical principles establishments of the Republic of Kazakhstan  may 
spend work on animals at presence of vivarium, equipped according to requirements of existing sanitary rules, at 
presence of properly equipped experimental operating room. Conditions of the maintenance of animals in vivarium 
should provide for them a favorable microclimate and psychoemotional conditions, and completely correspond to 
sanitary norms. 

All procedures on an animal which can cause in it any sort painful conditions, are spent at us with anaesthesia 
(under local anaesthesia or the general narcosis). Use of an animal for similar procedures more than once is 
forbidden, except for check experiments in a chronic series.During the postoperative period the animal receives the 
qualified leaving and adequate anaesthesia. Euthanasia, i.e. humane killing of an animal, is made at us by the 
responsible person or under its direct supervision. Optimum and universal methods of killing of animals are 
narcosis overdose – introduction of anesthetic in a lethal dose, or guillotine application, and narcotization it is 
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welcomed as a painless and humane method. Thus,  Kazakhstan being the responsible adherent of introduction of 
modern methods of work in all high technology branches including in biological researches, strictly adheres to 
requirements of international law in the field of maintenance of the humane reference with laboratory animals and 
participates in programs on research of new animals not demanding use, ways of carrying out of tests. 

The work presents the results of studies of the safety and basic pharmacokinetic parameters of new forms for 
treatment of child tuberculosis on young animals (mice and rats). 
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Inside our brain, which is made up of more than one hundred billion cells called neurons, there is a continuous 
cellular turnover sustained by neural stem cells that are able to generate new neurons, substituting old cells with 
new ones at different rates and to different extents according to our life stage. Unfortunately, in neurological 
disorders –such as Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, Multiple sclerosis- this mechanism seems to be impaired 
thus leading to a massive neuronal degeneration that causes cognitive and/or sensory-motor impairments. From a 
theoretical point of view, stem cells transplantation could provide useful clinical tools to counter degeneration 
through an induced regeneration. Basic neuroscience research mainly focused on embryonic stem cells derived 
from mouse (in the Eighties) and human embryonic stem cells (in the Nineties), but both these approaches implied 
the suppression of the embryos. However, recent works by Takahashi and Yamanaka (2006), Thompson (2007) and 
Vierbuchen (2010) provided evidence about the possibility to reprogram both murine and human fibroblasts, 
namely skin cells, into induced pluripotent stem cells or directly into new neurons, avoiding the problem of 
embryonic death and obtaining an autologous potential source of cells for transplantation in neurological patients. 
However, these new techniques didn’t bypass the totality of ethical issues and raised new moral questions: this 
paper starts with an historical review on ethical reflection in stem cell research and addresses ethical challenges 
related to the collection, culture and transplantation of the different types of stem cells. 
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The four principles of medical ethics are nonmaleficence, beneficence, autonomy, and justice [1]. Each principle 
has a unique application in the sub-specialty of orthopaedic traumatology. While dramatic advances in modern 
medicine have resulted in improved medical care, the new biomedical technology has contributed to ethical 
dilemmas [2] in the field of fracture treatment.  

The ethical issues in orthopaedic trauma not only involve clinicians but also involve a multitude of other 
clinical, non-clinical and para-clinical personnel including bioengineers, nurses, pharmacists, humanitarians, 
physical and occupational therapists, hospital administrators, hospital attorneys, members of institutional ethics 
committees, ethicists, philosophers, healthcare policy-makers, administrators of health plans and quality reviewers. 
A sound knowledge of medical ethics is necessary not only for participating in clinical investigations but also for 
using newer products or techniques and most importantly for making well-rounded and balanced decisions in 
clinical practice. 
[1] Beauchamp TL, Childress JF. Principles of biomedical ethics. 4th ed. New York: Oxford University Press; 
1994. 
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[2]. Saha S, Saha PS. Biomedical ethics and the biomedical engineer: a review. Crit Rev Biomed Eng. 
1997;25(2):163-201. 
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Several devastating pediatric neurological disorders have no established cure and /or standard therapies are associated 
with a high rate of unacceptable side effects. The large amount of information readily available on the internet to 
parents and persuasive advertisements by proponents of various alternative and complimentary therapies leads to 
parents wanting to use these methods.  This results in monetary costs to the individual and to society in addition to the 
possible adverse effects in selected cases. We present a brief discussion of ethical considerations involved and 
underlying basic principles that shape the physician-patient interaction in some of these difficult situations. 
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Can a company successfully combine desirable ingredients and a desirable intensity to increase excitability, or 
arousal in its consumers?  Ambiance (emotional response to an environment) can influence a subject’s mood. 
Shoppers that self-reported positive ambiance graded (and presumably were more conducive to purchase) products 
higher in approval than those who did not enjoy the store’s ambience (Obermiller & Bitner, 1984). In another study, 
researchers concluded that scent had the power to produce two opposing actions in behavior: (1) approach and (2) 
avoidance (Mehrabian & Russel, 1974). Thus, too much scent (Richardson & Zucco, 1989) or an unpleasant scent 
(Ehrlichman & Halpern, 1988) can drive consumers away from products.  This experiment extends earlier work 
(see Bartlett and Foo, 2010) investigating the effects of scent intensity on attractiveness, product appeal, and 
excitability by augmenting self-report measures with noninvasive physiological measures of sympathetic nervous 
system response (Heart Rate, and Galvanic Skin Response GSR). 
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For 46,XX fetuses diagnosed with Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH), in-utero application of dexamethosone 
mitigates virilization of female genitalia due to excessive androgen presence.  However, recent studies have also 
attributed prenatal dexamethosone treatment with lowering the propensity of “masculine” secondary sex 
characteristics as well as homosexual behaviors and tendencies.  These findings elicit serious ethical concern 
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pertaining to the use of dexamethosone as a method of eliminating gender and sex variance; in essence, 
dexamethosone has the potential to be used to “engineer” sex and gender.  Thus, the principles underlying 
dexamethosone application in relation to sex and gender must be scrutinized.  Foremost, dexamethosone 
application is rationalized on the basis of a socially-contrived, dichotomous definition of sex where sexual 
minorities, namely intersexuals and transgender people, are pathologized and deemed “correctable” through 
medical intervention.  Second, dexamethosone’s secondary side-effects concerning the curtailment of typically 
male characteristics in its female patients indicate a rejection of fluid gender expression as a biological and 
empirically verified truth.  Lastly, the potential abatement of lesbianism for XX females who were treated with 
dexamethosone before neonatal stages evinces a potential for immoral reproductive selection on the basis of sexual 
orientation. 
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Emerging robotic technologies in the field of biomedical research, such as nanotechnologies, bionics, and neural 
interfaces as well as innovative biomedical applications, such as biomechatronic prostheses, hybrid bionic systems, 
and bio-mechatronic components for sensory and motor augmentation, will make the setting of hard and soft laws 
even more sensitive in the coming years. Biomedical robotics applications and research will generate new ethical, 
legal and safety implications, such as human enhancement and human tele-operation but they will also affect 
already known issues, such as surveillance, privacy, and dual-use. 

It is also quite plain that each attempt to regulate emerging technological developments needs at first some 
systematic conceptual clarification, in order to precisely connect ethical, legal consequences and needs for 
regulation within each “emerging technology” we are going to consider. In roadmapping Roboethics, EURON 
Roboethics Roadmap, launched in 2006, refers to the General Ethical Principles adopted by most nations, people 
and cultures of the World, like the United Nations, Unesco, ILO Charts and Declarations, the Declarations made by 
the World Medical Association and the World Summit on the Information Society, the Chart of European 
Fundamental Rights and many European directives and regulations providing on different forms of relationship 
between individual freedoms and technological development. This is a relevant starting point but we need more and 
more to take into consideration the growing role of soft law, and above all of ethical codes, as legal sources suitable 
for conciliating the transnational character of scientific and technological research (that makes it intrinsically 
“crossing-boundaries”) with the need of a common framework of values. Ethical codes in biorobotic research 
should at first clarify the differences between different robotic applications in terms of legal relevance among the 
various type of robotic technologies being considered. The main standard to be used could be the “enhancing 
standard”, concerning how the considered technologies can affect human functions (looking at every human 
“capability”, in Amartya Sen’s language, from cognitive capabilities to the power to exert her own rights and 
freedoms). These developing robotic technologies, like Neurorobotics and Bionics, Neural Interfaces, Robotics for 
Neurorehabilitation, Assistive Robotics, Prosthetics, but also the new perspectives of Gerontechnologies and 
Ambient Assisted Living, do not only affect ethical issues like the controversial philosophical concepts of identity, 
autonomy and self-assessment, but actually bear on fundamental rights at the same time enhancing some of them 
and infringing on the true implementation of some others. An important example is the one of the right to privacy: 
many of the robots are already endowed with the ability to perceive, store and use sensitive data related to human 
beings, such as biometric information, but also details concerning for example users’ consumer preferences, habits, 
or emotional states.  

We argue that regulating research and applications of biomedical robots does not require hard law imposing 
limits and generally having a “state” or anyway localized dimension, but it would be better developed through the 
creation of a common framework of legal principles guiding the adoption of ethical codes by Universities, research 
centers and all the institutions dealing with biorobotic R&D. 
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Biomedical Engineering is an interdisciplinary field and combines two very diverse fields; medicine and 
engineering. It primarily involves alleviation of human suffering through engineering for the betterment of the 
quality of human life by developing novel technologies and devices to address human suffering. But they may 
involve ethical questions and dilemmas which may include areas among others; stem-cells, nano-technology and 
clinical trials. In the modern era biomedical engineers and healthcare professionals are working together towards a 
common goal than ever before. According to Pimple, the “Code of ethics” for responsible conduct of research 
includes scientific integrity, protection of human subjects, animal welfare, institutional integrity, and social 
responsibility, but unlike ‘medical’ code of ethics, traditional engineering codes of ethics are typically applied to 
‘tangible objects’ used by many people. But as biologists, clinicians, engineers, basic and applied science 
researchers come together on a common platform to address and alleviate human suffering there is a need for a 
common “code of ethics” that will govern all members of this interdisciplinary field of ‘BioMedical Engineering”. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


